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Abstract.
The research in the field of spontaneous speech for Romanian language, with
its direct applicability in the medical process of patient remote monitoring and
in helping the dyslexics and the dyspraxics, is an unexplored domain, with
high potential for worthy results in speech recognition area. The goal is to
achieve performance in helping persons with disabilities and common patients.
This paper describes the statistical results and the achievements obtained in
the field of spontaneous speech recognition, beginning with the new Romanian
corpus, built from scratch with words and triphones. The definition and use of
conventions is an important aspect in order to reach high standards of
performance with applicability to further research.
The challenge is to create a spontaneous speech recognition tool for
Romanian language with medical applicability for the benefit of persons with
difficulties in mobility, communication and even common people.
Keywords: Spontaneous Speech Recognition, Romanian Corpus, Romanian
Speech Database, Medical Purpose Corpus, Medical Purpose Database

1 Introduction
Spontaneous speech is an opened area in the large domain of speech recognition and
has direct applicability in this medical environment. It has applicability in patients’
remote monitoring process and also in helping the dyslexics and the dyspraxics.
1.1 Spontaneous speech recognition characteristics and applicability
Nowadays, research work is done in medical remote monitoring domain, with the aim
of detecting ab-normal patient behaviour at home in the context of residential health
care [1], [2]. Speech is analyzed in order to extract informative key words for distress
identification, words like “Help me”, “Doctor”.
Research is also intensively done in the dyslexia and dyspraxia domain. Dyslexia has
been diagnosed in people of all levels of intelligence [10].
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The dyslectics and the dyspractics have troubles with typing and hand writing while
the persons that are monitored in their own homes, or in the hospitals need attention
and help. Creating a speech recognition system that makes use of spontaneous speech,
will remove the need to type or hand write for a dyslectic or a dyspractic and will
provide the ability to help a supervised person on request by understanding his urgent
needs.
Stuttering and cluttering are warning signs of dyslexia [10]. Many dyslexics also can
have problems with speaking clearly. That’s why spontaneous speech is the right filed
needing attention in helping these people.
In spontaneous speech the speaker does not preserve rules; he talks freely, not
necessarily grammatically correct. He can pronounce words in slang or in short forms,
he can come up with unexpected interjections, he can make pauses or he can speak
too fast, he may stammer or he may deeply breathe, he may hesitate, he may be
incoherent. He may or may not be aware that his words are not always grammatically
correct and his language contains disfluencies.
The speaker’s mood has a big influence on his spontaneously spoken behavior as he
may yawl, he may whisper, he may get confused and begin to stammer, he may laugh
or cry and all his emotions will get reflected into the way he is expressing.
Some of the issues in processing spontaneous speech are: false starts, filled pauses,
incoherence of the speaker with possible ungrammatical constructions and other
similar behaviors.
These mentioned problems make the spontaneous speech more difficult to deal with,
compared to the read speech, when it comes to recognition.
1.2 State-of-the-art
The state-of-the-art in this field of speech recognition reveals the poor accuracy for
the freely spoken spontaneous speech. As the spontaneous speech makes use of the
acoustic and linguistic models that have been constructed especially for speech read
from scripts, the results are far away from the desired ones.
There are major differences between speech read from scripts and real time mind
made and freely expressed spontaneously speech.
The most well known speech recognition software is “Dragon NaturallySpeaking”
and is used to create documents, reports, emails and search the desktop and the Web.
It makes use of continuous (no pauses), large vocabulary (300,000 words) [11].
Dyslectics, dyspractics, persons with mobility disabilities and also common patients
are not trained speakers for speech recognition purposes. They express themselves
and ask for help in a natural manner, they are spontaneous speakers.
Implementing the spontaneous speech recognition tool will bring novelty and
improvement to the existing implementations, as it’s suppose to use free speech of
non-trained users, so everybody will be able to use it no matter the social condition,
the context, the knowledge or other momentary impediments.
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2 Recognition System Architecture
Building a speech recognizer from scratch involves in the first place a very good task
and sub-task determination and separation [4], [5]. Figures 1 and 2 represent the
proposed approach for the spontaneous speech recognition system with both training
and testing phases. At the end of these processing steps, the output of the recognition
is represented by a number of alternative word sequences, for an utterance. The
choice of the most relevant alternative, in a specified context, is the responsibility of
other components in the dialogue system.
In general terms speech recognition involves finding a word sequence, using a set of
determined models, acquired in a prior training phase, and matching those models to
the input speech signal [4], [5]. For small vocabularies (a few tens of words), these
models can capture word properties, but sounds units are generally modeled (such as
phonemes or triphones) [4], [5]. The most successful approaches nowadays consider
this model matching as a probabilistic process that has to account for the temporal
variability and acoustic variability [3].
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Fig. 1. The system architecture considered for the HMMs training phase
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2.1 The training phase
As represented in figure 1, recorded voice files were used as input in the training
phase.
The wave files labeling was most time consuming. The phonetic transcription using
SAMPA conventions [8] was done in order to build the phonetic dictionary. After
these steps, the labeling passed at triphone level.
The recognition system is based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [4], [5]. One
important step in the training phase was the definition of a HMM prototype for each
triphone. This step was done manually. In the first place one prototype was chosen for
all triphones and then several parameters of the prototype were varied in order to
obtain a higher score.
HMMs were initialized with a default matrix of transitions and observations. These
steps were realized by using the HTK tools HInit and HCompV [7].
The voice signal MFCC parameters were needed [4], [5] to be used together with the
labeled triphones for training the HMMs for each triphone. An iterative Viterbi
alignment for the HMMs was used [4], [5], using HRest and HERest HTK tools [7].
2.2 The testing phase
The testing phase uses all the output obtained in the training phase [4], [5], as
represented in fugure 2.
Testing sentences were used as input and the voice signal was chosen from the
already existent database.
The wave files used as input were first parameterized and the MFCCs (Mel Frequency
Cepstrum Coefficients) parameters were extracted using the HCopy HTK tool [7].
The MFCC acoustic parameters were used as input for the next step – the triphone
decoding phase. At this step the acoustic parameters were decoded using the HMMs
trained for each of the existent triphones and a sequence of triphones was obtained.
At the next step this sequence of triphones was converted into a word sequence. This
was done by also considering a grammar with a finite number of states.
Having the reference text, the results can be evaluated. Reference text was compared
to the text obtained by the system and spontaneous speech recognition tool
performance can be determined with two kinds of evaluation scores: Sentence Error
Rate and Word Error Rate.
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Fig. 2. The system architecture considered for the testing phase

3 Spontaneous Speech Database Building
The corpora used in speech recognition should have the property of being wide. A
series of problems and specific elements have been identified related to construction
of databases for spontaneous speech recognition.
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Table 1 shows the main characteristics for the newly created database.
Table 1. Database characteristics

Collecting procedure
Used language
Recordings duration
Speakers
Females
Males
Sessions per speaker
Time between recording
Words total occurrences
Words unique occurrences
Speech type
Recording environment
Vocal recorded signal
sampling frequency

Recording Internet broadcasted Romanian TV shows
Spoken Romanian
~4 hours with vocal signal
12
8
4
3-20
One day to two weeks
37604
8068
Oral, spontaneous
TV studio
8kHz

The recordings gather radio news, stories, TV shows, medical discussions, financial
discussions, weather forecasts and other kind of information.
The speaker variability is easy observed as the audio database contains twelve
speakers taken from different domains, with different styles of life, knowledge,
experience and speaking habits. For each speaker, there are between five and thirtyeight wave files.
3.1 Data Annotation Protocol
During the mentioned bellow phases spell check had to be performed several times.
Audio-to-text translation: the translation of the audio files into text files was done
manually [4], [5]. In the translated text file the exact pronunciation was reproduced in
writing.
One step was jumped by directly writing the words with the phonetic translations for
the diacritics: ă -> @; â -> i_; î -> i_; ş -> S; ţ -> ts
Foreign names, acronyms and all other words were written the way they are
pronounced in Romanian. As a convention for the research it was decided that long
vocals should be written double. For instance, “uuuuu” was translated just “uu”.
Gathering the files in a single text file: all the text files were gathered in a unique text
file. This file contains all the unsorted words from all the speakers. It contains
multiple occurrences of the spoken words. The histograms created for this file in
order to obtain the number of occurrences for each word show a total number of
words of 37604 as in table 1. Alphabetical sorting the file and taking out the multiple
occurrences of the words generated another file with a total number of 8068 words
with single occurrences. As figure 3 states, in the multiple word occurrences file,
there are 12147 words with more than 100 occurrences each.
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Creating the phonetic dictionary [4], [5]: the phoneme translation was made using the
SAMPA conventions [8], [6]. The dictionary consists in a file with two columns - the
first column contains the word from the unique occurrences file and the second
column contains the phonetic transcription of the word with a blank space between
the phonemes. The two columns are separated by a blank space.
12147 words with more than 100 occurences
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%

14%

2%

7%

2%
2%
2%

7%

2%
3%
5%

3%
3%
5%
3%
3%

4%
4%

4%

4%

4%

de 1659

la 891

i_n 803

a 667

Si 656

s@ 512

pe 505

cu 469

o 442

nu 432

c@ 416

din 390

mai 371

si 311

se 307

care 303

pentru 301

ce 283

au 233

fost 225

un 219

este 181

ast@zi 152

virgul@135

cum134

fi 130

dar 129

ca 127

sut@ 125

e 119

trei 114

dou@ 105

acum101

ne 100

dup@100

Fig. 3. The words with most occurrences in the new created database

Words labeling: the labeling was done manually using wavesurfer tool. The word
labeled files were obtained using conventions: there is a short pause between every
spoken word labeled with "sp", the long pauses are labeled with "sil"; there are long
pauses considered between sentences or phrases or when the speaker is obviously
deep breathing.
In order to considerably reduce the time for the labeling process which is done
manually and is time consuming, maximum three labels for each audio file were used:
the first and the last labels are "sil"s representing ambient noise, and the middle label
contains all the spoken text with "sp"s and "sil"s.
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Triphones labeling: from the phonetic word transcriptions the triphonetic
transcriptions were created using HTK HLEd tool [7]. The histogram created for the
triphonetic occurrences is illustrated in figure 4. From the word labeled files and the
triphonetic transcriptions the triphonetic labeled files were generated.
The assumption that all triphones of a word have equal duration is not so true, but it
was taken as a convention that has to be reconsidered in the next stage.
3.2 Data Coding
For this phase Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients were used [4], [5], having as input
the wave files. The HTK tool HCopy [7] automatically converted the input data into
MFCC vectors. The mfc files were obtained.
The delta component is used and not the acceleration component (MFCC_E), the
frame period is 10msec (HTK uses units of 100ns), the output is not saved in
compressed format, and a crc checksum is not added. The FFT uses a Hamming
window of 20 ms and the signal has first order preemphasis applied using a
coefficient of 0.97. The filterbank has 26 channels and 12 MFCC coefficients are
output.
Creating these files reduces the amount of preprocessing required during training,
which itself can be a time-consuming process.

4 Statistics for Romanian Language
The database was created from scratch for future work and research in the
spontaneous speech recognition domain. The results of the work are illustrated in the
histograms raised and the statistics regarding the number of the occurrences at word
level and triphones level.
Instead of simple phonemes, set of three phonemes was used.
Given the fact that the words are separated by the “sp” marker, which is not actually a
phoneme, word beginnings and ends are realized as diphones. For instance, the word
“c a s @” contains the phonetic constructions: “c-a”, “c-a+s”, “a-s+@” and “s+@”.
The reason of using triphones is that they permit the context analyzing, as they are
entities that preserve the before and the after neighbors of a phonem, by including the
left and right context phoneme in the triphonetic construction.
The most representative triphones in the newly created corpus are presented in the
following figure, as they have the most occurrences in the used words.
Figure 4 illustrates the triphones that appear more than two thousand times in the
corpus words. The triphones that have the most occurrences are “d+e” with 2305
occurrences and “d-e” with 1897 occurrences.
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Fig. 4. The triphones with most occurrences in the corpus

> 1000 occurences
0%

500 ..1000 occurences
1%

100 .. 500 occurences
7%
50 .. 100 occurences
8%
30 .. 40 occurences
8%

> 1000 occurences
500 ..1000 occurences
100 .. 500 occurences
50 .. 100 occurences

< 5 occurences
41%

30 .. 40 occurences
10 .. 30 occurences
5 .. 10 occurences
< 5 occurences
10 .. 30 occurences
19%

5 .. 10 occurences
16%

Fig. 5. Total number of triphones

In figure 5, only one percent from the total amount of 5095 triphones has more than
five hundred and less than one thousand appearances in the words considered in the
database.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
At the moment, a medium size database for Romanian language has been created. On
short term, the goal is to enlarge the database with common words and with specific
words to be used in remote monitoring.
The big number of triphones that has been obtained is specific to spontaneous speech.
There are cases when some triphones combinations have a bigger number of
occurrences compared to others. For instance, triphones “d+e”, “d-e” and “i_+n” have
more than 1500 occurrences.
Triphones with lower number of occurrences will not be ignored. 2903 triphones have
less than ten occurrences and they represent fifty-seven percent from the total amount
of triphones. When enlarging the size of the database it is expected that the triphones
with less occurrences will have an increased number of entries. Due to the nature of
spontaneous speech, it is expected to obtain a completely different view over the
triphones occurrences, on database size enlarging.
Not ignoring triphones that have a small number of occurrences is assumed to be a
characteristic of spontaneous speech and as such they have to be taken into
consideration.
The corpus and the spontaneous speech recognition results will have applicability in
medical monitoring from remote locations and will help the persons with mobility,
communication and writing difficulties.
As the already existent recognition tools which make use of continuous speech are
frequently used, the spontaneous speech recognition tool intended to be implemented
will be highly appreciated. It will ease the work of the user, taking off some of the
existent constraints, like forcing to speak grammatically correct, stressing a dyslectic
who is not able to pick up correctly his words, etc.
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